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Contrary to what anti-western education (Boko Haram heretics) thought, many scholars studied and 
analyzed the impact and imprint of this system of education on our natives culturally and socially. Yoruba 
Muslim community of Lagos was almost the first victim of western education since 1899, terrified by 
missionary schools engulfing them turning their children to Christianity. 

 

At times missionaries' confession scared natives to not wholeheartedly open up for the new system of 
education especially in Northern part of the country. Take for instance the confession of Mr. P.G.S Baylis 
on 23rd December 1926 thus ' attempt must therefore be made to harmonize our new learning with the 
indigenous culture with the aim of finding a society psychologically sound and able in which was best 
and what should be proved acceptable in western culture were without prejudice accepted. By this attempt 
of harmonization, lip service be paid to some aspect of Islam ( Qur'anic schools inclusive) and with such a 
deliberate neglect , it would possible to eliminate the Islamic value by the result of this harmonization'. 
Ref. No k6487 (142), 1926. 

 

Historians and political scientists are in the best position to further explain this impact and the motive 
behind colonial education in terms of funding and content of the curriculum. This is what obviously 
raised suspicion against what ever bears or rather assumes western pattern, be it education or life style, 
particularly in Muslim dominated region of the North. 

 

If these facts and many other substantial proves do exist, is it therefore rational to boycott western 
education? This, is what some Muslim intellectuals try to find out solution for , especially when a glance 
is cast on the negative impact of Western education on present generation of Arab Muslims in Tunis, 
Lebanon, Syria to mention but a few. On their coming back from Paris after graduation, two renowned 
Egyptian ladies, Huda Sha'arawy and Safiya Zuglul, celebrated their liberation from shackles and gags of 
Islam and tore hijab and then set it ablaze before a crowd of hundred young ladies. Here in Nigeria a 
similar episode happened when some graduates developed Marxist ideology as freethinkers. 

 

Subsequently, an idea of Islamization was introduced in America by an erudite scholar, Ismail Alfaruqi, 
to emancipate future generation from intellectual slavery and cultural imperialism. 

 

My little book (Dafin Boko Da Maganinsa) is nothing but an attempt to popularize Islamisation of 
knowledge Project that seeks to link all fields of knowledge with the teachings of Islam. Let there be 



hardworking and prudent young Muslim generation which would excel in pure and applied sciences, 
engineering and arts as true ambassadors of the faith. The book is however unconnected in whatever form 
with putting barrier between Islam and modern science and technology, and also unconnected with 
bypassing the law, encouraging violence or intimidation. From the beginning, the book discussed concept 
of society and social system, relationship between education and society (full excerpt of the famous 
speech of Alhaji Junaidu Wazir of Sokoto, October 1981 during the National Merit Award at A.B.U 
Zaria) was portrayed. The book went further to show the contribution of Islam to Science and Technology 
and how Europe benefited from ample discoveries and intellectual treatises of Muslim scholars especially 
via Sicily and Italy. A worth noting point here is the unit explaining some Quranic verses that explicitly 
and vividly shade light on anatomy and human embryology, geology, oceanography and astronomical 
facts in full agreement with the findings of modern Sciences. 

 

In the second chapter, the book discusses the historical background of Hausa land before and after the 
advent of Islam thereby highlighting the social reformation attained by Hausaland after the advent of 
Islam, Shehu bn Fodio revivalism up to the coming of Whiteman with western type of education. The 
preceding chapters of the book discussed in greater detail the impact of western education on the present 
world Muslim generations(excerpt of the famous book of the Late Malam Lawan Danbazau; Gazawar 
Yanboko A Dangantakarsu Da Jama a) was highlighted. In the third chapter, the concept of Islamisation 
of knowledge was discussed pointing out the successes and impediments so far recorded by the project. 
Food for thought on different topics of interest on the Islamic contemporary issues was annexed in the 
chapter. The book contains appendixes on important historical notes on Sultan Attahiru famous poet 
'Zuwan Annasara' speeches of Luggard in 1903 and famous but inspired speech of the Late Wazir of 
Sokoto Alhaji Junaidu on Education And Society 1978 and 1980 were all illustrated. 

 

The book came to vehemently oppose the view of the extremists who held that acquiring knowledge in 
western system of education is haram and at the same time came to sensitize those who look at 
westernization in education as a sacred cow, facts pointed out by Walter Rodney in his book How Europe 
Underdeveloped Africa are living testimony that westernization is not a prerequisite for development. 
Professor Samuel Huntington on his visit to Saudi Arabia in 1996 interestingly observes 'It's possible after 
all to modernize without westernizing. This optimism is based on three powerful examples, M'azab 
region, Saudi Arabia and Malaysia. Indeed after decade of fantastic modernization the young Saudi 
intellectuals seem to be more committed to orthodox Islam than they were 15 years ago.' 

 

 

	


